Abstract-Objective: To develop an automatic image normalization algorithm for intensity correction of images from breast dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) acquired by different MRI scanners with various imaging parameters, using only image information. Methods: DCE-MR images of 460 subjects with breast cancer acquired by different scanners were used in this study. Each subject had one T1-weighted pre-contrast image and three T1-weighted post-contrast images available. Our normalization algorithm operated under the assumption that the same type of tissue in different patients should be represented by the same voxel value. We used four tissue/material types as the anchors for the normalization: 1) air, 2) fat tissue, 3) dense tissue, and 4) heart. The algorithm proceeded in the following two steps: First, a state-of-the-art deep learning-based algorithm was applied to perform tissue segmentation accurately and efficiently. Then, based on the segmentation results, a subject-specific piecewise linear mapping function was applied between the anchor points to normalize the same type of tissue in different patients into the same intensity ranges. We evaluated the algorithm with 300 subjects used for training and the rest used for testing. Results: The application of our algorithm to images with different scanning parameters resulted in highly improved consistency in pixel values and extracted radiomics features. Conclusion: The proposed image normalization strategy based on tissue segmentation can perform intensity correction fully automatically, without the knowledge of the scanner parameters. Significance: We have thoroughly tested our algorithm and showed that it successfully normalizes the intensity of DCE-MR images. We made our software publicly available for others to apply in their analyses.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have demonstrated that dynamic contrastenhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) provides a useful tool for computer-aided breast cancer diagnosis [1] , prognosis [2] , and correlation with genomics [3] (i.e., radiogenomics), thanks to both anatomical structures and physiological tissue characteristics contained in DCE-MRI [4] .
A common challenge in DCE-MRI studies as well as MRI studies in general is that the images might have different intensity ranges, making the quantitative analysis difficult. This is primarily caused by different acquisition parameters of the MRI scanners [5] . A simple solution to deal with Fig. 1 : Pipeline of our proposed method. In the first step, we perform tissue segmentation (of air, fat tissue and dense tissue) for the input DCE-MR image, using a deep-learning algorithm. In the second step, based on the segmentation results, we perform a subject-specific piecewise linear transformation to normalize the same types of tissue in different patients into the same intensity range.
this challenge is image intensity normalization, e.g., by linearly stretching image intensities from the minimum value to the maximum value. However, due to the subject-specific characteristics of different images, such simple strategy will generate inconsistent intensity ranges for different images, and thus these normalized images cannot be directly compared. A recent study showed that image acquisition parameters such as the magnet strength and slice thickness have a significant impact on radiomics features extracted from DCE-MR images rendering the diagnostic/prognostic tasks extremely difficult [6] .
Several advanced methods have been proposed for MR image intensity correction based on imaging parameters [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Most of the methods construct a physical model using imaging parameters to normalize different images into a common intensity space. However, existing methods for image intensity correction are not only error-prone but also difficult to generate robust results, because there are many parameters involved in constructing accurate physical models. Thus, a parameter-free method for image intensity correction is highly desired for radiogenomics analysis, to make all images comparable after normalization.
To this end, a piecewise linear normalization method based on tissue segmentation is proposed for image intensity cor- Max-pooling Up-pooling Convolution Channel Concatenation Fig. 2 : Illustration of the proposed FCN model for the segmentation of three types of tissues (i.e., the heart, dense tissue, and fat tissue). There are two sub-networks, including (a) FCN1 for the segmentation of the heart, and (b) FCN2 for the segmentation of dense tissues.
rection in this study. Our assumption here is that the same tissue (e.g., fat or dense tissue) in different images would share a similar intensity range. Then, it is possible to normalize the DCE-MR images by treating different tissues (i.e., air, fat tissue, dense tissue, and heart) separately. Specifically, a deep-learning-based segmentation method is first developed to perform tissue segmentation accurately and efficiently. Then, using the segmentation results, a subject-specific piecewise linear mapping function is proposed to normalize the same type of tissues in different images into a consistent intensity range. Experimental results on 100 testing subjects with DCE-MRI data demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Study Population and Imaging Protocol
In this study, we analyzed data for 460 subjects with DCE-MR images which were collected with the Institutional Review Board approval including a waiver of informed consent. These images were acquired in the axial plane by using a 1.5T or 3.0T scanner (GE Healthcare and Siemens) in the prone position. In our dataset, each subject has one pre-contrast and three post-contrast T1-weighted sequences acquired after the intravenous administration of contrast agent [gadopentetate dimeglumine ( Magnevist, BayerHealth Care, Berlin, Germany)] or [gadobenate dimeglumine (MultiHance, Bracco, Milan, Italy)] using a weight based protocol (0.2 ml/kg). In the experiments, the dataset is randomly divided into two subsets, including the training set containing 360 subjects and the testing set with the remaining 100 subjects. The detailed imaging parameters for all data are organized in Table I .
Our normalization algorithm, illustrated in Fig. 1 consists of two steps: (1) different regions of the image, corresponding to different types of tissue/material are segmented using a deep learning algorithm, and (2) the pixel values of the image are adjusted using a piecewise linear transformation in order to bring the pixel value to a predefined range. In this study, we use the pre-contrast image and the first post-contrast image of each subject to obtain the parameters for image normalization.
B.
Step 1: Deep-learning-based Tissue Segmentation
The breast MR images in this study contain four types of background, tissues or organs, including 1) air, 2) fat tissue, 3) dense tissue, and 4) the heart. For the air, we simply select the weakest 5% (regarding intensity) as the air tissue. Recently, fully convolutional neural networks (FCNs) have been broadly used for anatomical tissue segmentation and organ detection [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . Inspired by the success of FCNs in medical image analysis, two deep learning models (i.e., two FCNs with the U-Net architecture [21] ) are proposed to accurately and efficiently segment the remaining three types of tissues (i.e., fat tissue, dense tissue, and the heart) from each MR image, with illustration shown Fig. 2 .
In the first FCN (FCN1 in Fig. 2 (a) ), we aim to segment the heart from post-contrast images, because the intensity contrast between the heart and the other organs in the postcontrast image is much higher than that in the pre-contrast image. Specifically, FCN1 employs the U-Net architecture to learn a non-linear mapping from the input post-contrast image to the segmentation map for the heart. There are two major components in FCN1, including an encoding path and a decoding path. In the encoding path, every step contains one 3×3×3 convolutions, followed by a batch normalization layer, a rectified linear unit (ReLU), and a 3 × 3 × 3 max pooling operation with stride 2 for down-sampling. In the decoding path, each step consists of a 3×3×3 up-convolution, followed by concatenation with the corresponding feature map from the encoding path and one 3×3×3 convolution (each followed by a ReLU). A Dice loss function [12] is used in the last layer of FCN1 for generating a segmentation map for the heart. Hence, this network can not only grasp a large image area using small kernel sizes but also still keeps high segmentation accuracy, due to the encoding and decoding paths.
In the second FCN (i.e., FCN2 in Fig. 2 (b) ), we first segment the breast from the pre-contrast image in the first stage, and then segment the dense and fat tissues based on the breast region in the second stage. Since breast tissues (i.e., dense tissue and fat tissue) appear in the breast region, we would like to generate a region of interest (ROI) that can exclude confounding regions (e.g., air and heart), by using a breast mask as the ROI to remove the most enhanced organs. Specifically, there are two cascaded sub-networks (i.e., SubNet1 and SubNet2) in FCN2. The first stage (i.e., SubNet1) aims to generate a breast mask from the whole input image, while the second stage (i.e., SubNet2) is used to segment the dense tissue from the fat tissue in the breast region. The input of SubNet1 is a pre-contrast image, while the output is a breast mask. In SubNet2, the input is the masked image (using segmented breast region generated by SubNet1 as a mask to select the region of interest from the pre-contrast image), and the output is the segmented dense tissue. Here, SubNet1 and SubNet1 share the similar architecture as FCN1, while the difference is that the activation function of the last layer in both SubNet1 and SubNet2 is a sigmoid function to normalize the output into [0, 1]. In particular, based on the segmented dense tissue, the fat tissue can be generated by a subtraction between the breast masked image and the segmented map of dense tissue. After obtaining the dense tissue, we can obtain the fat tissue by excluding the dense tissue from the breast mask. Therefore, using the proposed FCN1 and FCN2 models, three types of tissues (i.e., the heart, dense tissue, and fat tissue) can be segmented from the input pre-contrast and post-contrast MR images for each subject.
C. Step 2: Piecewise Linear Mapping
In this work, we assume that the same type of tissues (e.g., fibroglandular tissue) or material from different subjects should have similar image intensity, and the intensities of different tissue types would be different. Accordingly, a piecewise linear mapping method is proposed to normalize the image intensity of different subjects into a common space, based on the segmentation results for different tissues generated by the above-mentioned FCN model.
First, we defined a typical value for each tissue/material by identifying an archetype subject in our training data in the following way. In the training stage, the common tissue intensity for each type of tissue is first computed from the training MR images. We select the median image from all training MR images using the average rank of four median tissue values. (see next paragraph on the details of calculating the median value for the heart). Specifically, for the given N training images, we can obtain a vector
for four types of tissues. For each type of tissue, we can get a rank of images using the median tissue value. By averaging four ranks, we select the median subject from all training data. Here, the common value tissue intensity, denoted as M t , is then computed as the median intensity from the median subject in the t-th tissue. That is, there are four intensity values {M t } 4 t=1 in the common intensity space, with each one denoting the common value for each tissue computed based on the training data.
In the testing stage, given a new subject, pixel values of each tissue type are transformed to take values of the archetype patient. Specifically, the proposed FCN model is first applied to its pre-contrast and post-contrast images to generate the segmentation of four types of tissue/material. With the segmented tissues, we would like to construct a piecewise linear mapping between the testing image and the common intensity space, by treating each tissue individually. That is, the median value {V t } 4 t=1 for each tissue in the testing image is normalized to its corresponding median value in the common intensity space (the archetype patient). Therefore, the control points for the piecewise linear mapping are
. Then all values in between of the control points in the test image are interpolated linearly between the two control points. For intensity values that are larger than the median intensity of the heart (e.g., the highest value), we simply extend the mapping trend between dense tissue and heart to get the slope of linear mapping. For example, as the curve shown in Fig.  0 , the x-axis defines the intensity space of testing image and the y-axis defines the common intensity space of all training images. These points (i.e., {(V t , M t )} 4 t=1 ) means the median values of air, fat tissue, dense tissue, and heart. Note that, the values for air, fat, and dense tissue (i.e.,
) are calculated from pre-contrast image, and the value for the heart (i.e., V 4 or M 4 ) is calculated from the first post-contrast image. It is also worth noting that we employ the 10% maximum tissue value for heart instead of using median value, because of the inhomogeneity of heart. For the other tissues, we employ the median tissue values. Finally, the same mapping function is applied to all pre-and post-contrast images.
III. EVALUATION
The goal of the proposed normalization algorithm is transforming the images to the same framework where the pixel values are directly comparable. Therefore, the expectation is that that following the normalization, the average pixel values of different types of tissue are similar regardless of which scanner parameters were used. Furthermore, it is expected that following normalization, algorithmic features (computer-aided diagnosis features/radiomics features) do not systematically differ between sets of images acquired using different scanning parameters. Finally, we expect that image feature extracted from a set of normalized images will generally be as useful or more useful for prediction of various quantities (e.g. tumor genomic or patient outcomes) than the same features extracted Fig. 3 : Segmentation results of the breast (i.e., fat tissue + dense tissue), dense tissue, and the heart for three typical subjects, achieved by our method, with each row corresponding to a particular subject.
from images that were not normalized. Following these expectations, we will evaluate our algorithm in the following steps:
• Visually evaluate the intermediate step of deep learningbased segmentation.
• Evaluate whether the values for different tissue types (before and after normalization) depend on scanner parameters.
• Evaluate whether algorithmically extracted features (before and after normalization) depend on scanner parameters.
• Evaluate whether the features extracted from normalized images have a similar or generally higher prognostic value for prediction of tumor molecular subtypes.
• Evaluate time efficiency of our software. To validate the effectiveness of our image normalization method in regard to feature extraction and radiogenomics analysis (points 3 and 4), we extracted 15 features (denoted as F1-F15) from the original and the normalized MR images (using one pre-contrast image and three post-contrast images for one subject) achieved by our method. The features represent different aspects of the tumor and normal breast parenchyma in DCE-MRI and depend on the intensity of the sequences. One of the features extracted is the algorithmically calculated major axis length [22] of the tumor (F9). This feature is based only on the semi-automatic tumor mask and can potentially indicate the effect of normalization on the segmentation of the tumor. Next, mean and standard deviation of fat tissue, healthy dense tissue, and tumor were extracted from the first post-contrast sequence resulting in the total of 6 features (F10-F15). In addition to these features, enhancement properties of the tumor were calculated based on voxel-wise SER (signal enhancement ratio) based mean [23] (F2) and voxel-wise washin rate based mean (F4) and standard deviation (F5) [23] , [24] . These features are dependent on the intensity values of multiple sequences (pre-contrast and multiple post-contrast sequences). Next, one tumor enhancement texture based feature is calculated based on a dynamic histogram of oriented gradients [25] (F8) as it considers the spatial relationship of tumor voxels. Also, healthy dense tissue enhancementbased features were calculated through the mean of voxelwise washin rate map (F3) of tissue and mean and standard deviation of the voxel-wise SER of tissue [23] , [24] (F1 and  F6) . The enhancement texture of tissue is calculated using the entropy of the voxel-wise percentage enhancement of the tissue [23] , [24] , [26] (F7) .
Finally, once the features were extracted based on the original images and the normalized images, we compared these sets of features for the task of predicting tumor molecular subtypes. This task is of particular interest in recent years and is a part of the emerging discipline of radiogenomics. Specifically, we attempted to distinguish the Luminal A subtype from the remaining subtypes including luminal B, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) enriched, and triple negative (3,4) .
A. Tissue Segmentation
We illustrate the segmentation results of the breast (i.e., fat tissue + dense tissue), dense tissue, and the heart for typical testing subjects in Fig. 3 . Since the ground-truth segmentation of test subjects is unknown in this study and the segmentation is only a mean toward the normalization goal, we do not offer a quantitative assessment of this step. This figure suggests that our proposed deep learning method can perform very good segmentation of three types of tissues based on both precontrast and post-contrast MR images. We released our trained model for tissue segmentation as well as the code for testing online (https://github.com/MaciejMazurowski/breast-mrinormalization). It is worth noting that the proposed FCN-based method requires less than 30 seconds to finish segmentation of three types of tissues, suggesting the efficacy of our method. Finally, please note that since the segmentation is used to establish a typical value of a certain type of tissue rather than determining the exact boundaries, some imperfection in segmentation is acceptable. Figure 4 shows the original images with different imaging parameters (TR, TE, and magnet strength) as well as normalized images. After intensity normalization using our method, these images share very similar intensity-range for each specific tissue. Figure 5 illustrates average values (represented by color) as they relate to different scanner parameters including TE and TR (on the axes of the plot) and magnet strength (marker type). A strong relationship is seen between the mean pixel values and the scanner parameters particularly for the normal breast parenchyma which is crucial in the analysis of breast cancer images. This relationship is clear for both pre-contrast and post-contrast images. Following the normalization, no clear relationship between the scanner parameters and pixel values can be seen which is the desired effect. 
B. Standardization of Pixel Values for Different Types of Tissue
C. Impact of Normalization on Feature Values
As shown in Fig. 6 , five features (i.e., F1, F2, F7, F8, and F9) extracted from the original images are not affected by different values of TE and TR (i.e., sharing the similar data distribution), while the rest features are highly dependent on the values of TE and TR (i.e., having different data distribution). As shown in Fig. 7 , all features extracted from our normalized images are not affected by the values of TE and TR, except for F6 (i.e., the standard deviation of SER map in the dense tissue region).
D. Impact of Normalization on Radiogenomic Analysis
We plot the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves as well as corresponding Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) based on each feature in Fig. 9 separately. We observe that, the AUC values increase, sometimes notably, using the majority (10/15). We did not observe a change in two features and we observed a slight decrease in three features. These results demonstrate that our MR image intensity normalization method can potentially improve the discriminative capability of extracted features for radiogenomics analysis, implying the potential of the proposed method in real-world applications.
E. Computational Efficiency
An important advantage of our algorithm is that it is relatively fast. In Table II , we report the computational cost for breast segmentation, heart segmentation, dense tissue segmentation, and intensity mapping respectively, using one Nvidia GPU (GTX 1080) with 8 GB GPU RAM. From the table, we can notice that our method requires only less than 30 seconds to complete the entire normalization process. Note that, our speed is also limited by the memory of GPU, since we cannot predict the entire segmentation map for each image. We have to split the images into many subimages and predict them separately, and then reconstructing them into one segmentation map. This is time-consuming since the convolution calculation is repeated multiple times for many voxels. Therefore, the speed of our normalization can be further improved using GPU with large memories. We observed that for a one analyzed feature, namely standard deviation of SER, our normalization algorithm did not result in a significant alignment of the features values for different scanner parameters as observed for all other analyzed features. The likely reason is that the SER map is more sensitive to data noise. Generally, the mean value of SER map can potentially remove the effect of noise, but the standard deviation can be easily affected by the noise. To further investigate this issue, we apply a de-noising strategy using a median filter to the high TE/TR images, and find the resulting features (i.e., standard deviation of the voxel-wise SER of tissue) with different TE/TR become closer in their distribution, as shown in Fig. 8 . These results imply that the proposed normalization method can remove the effect of the overall intensity variation for feature extraction, and could not mitigate the effect of image noise in this specific case.
Additionally, In Fig. 11 , we show the mapping functions for 25 cases randomly selected from the testing set. demonstrates that different slopes are used for normalizing different tissues, to ensure that the same type of tissue among different images would have the similar intensity range.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed an intensity normalization algorithm for breast DCE-MRI volumes which uses a deep learning-based segmentation of different parts of the image and a piecewise linear mapping. The algorithm is based on an assumption that the same type of tissue should share a similar range of intensity values in DCE-MRI in different patients. We have thoroughly tested our algorithm and showed that it successfully normalizes the intensity of DCE-MR images. We made our software publicly available for others to apply in their analyses.
Our algorithm has multiple advantages. It does not require any physics information which might not be available in some datasets. Also, our method is computationally efficient. The piecewise linear mapping also guarantees monotonic continuity in the intensity space.
Our algorithm and study have some limitations. First, by design, the algorithm focuses on normalization of overall pixel intensities rather than noise characteristics of the images which might differ between different scanners. This was illustrated with the difficulty with F 6 (i.e., the standard deviation of the voxel-wise SER of tissue feature). Please note, however, that the algorithm was able to normalize the images in a way that addressed the disparity for most of the features related to nose such as texture features. A further limitation of our algorithm is that our algorithm used only axial images (the most typical view for breast MRI). Finally, while we used a broad set of scanners, the list was not exhaustive. This limits the training of our algorithm as well as the evaluation.
We performed a cursory evaluation on a few selected cases from a publicly available dataset with generally acceptable results but with some issues, potentially dues to different imaging views (not axial), very different resolutions, and older scanners. We encourage the readers of this paper to evaluate our algorithm on their datasets and share their results.
It is worth noting that we only employ very rough segmentation masks of the breast, dense tissue, and heart for training the model. These training masks are generated by very basic unsupervised segmentation method with a few manual corrections. An example of the training mask is shown in Fig. 10 , where we can observe an imperfect but generally accurate generated mask. As shown in Fig. 3 , our predicted masks are even better than the quality of training masks. This phenomenon was previously observed with machine learning models because of statistical property [27] . Since a highly accurate segmentation is not the goal of this study and the ground truth used was imperfect, we do not quantitatively assess the segmentation performance of our algorithm. However, visual examination of selected masks showed satisfactory results. Please note that our algorithm is highly tolerant of imperfections in the segmentation process as it only requires median values for different tissue/material types. In this paper, we proposed an intensity normalization method for breast DCE-MRI. Specifically, we develop a piecewise linear mapping strategy to map the image intensity to a common space, using the segmentation results of fat, dense tissue, and heart. Our experimental results showed the mean value from one specific tissue has the similar intensity range among images scanned with different parameters. Also, we demonstrated that features extracted from our normalized images are more discriminate in molecular subtype classification, compared with features from the original images.
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